Standards for Judging Exhibits
Standards will vary depending on subject.
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CREATIVE: Does the exhibit show originality in plans and execution?

IS THE ITEM A GOOD ‘PROMOTIONAL TOOL’ that represents the learning techniques and values of the project?

WORKMANSHIP: Proper techniques used; painting, finish well done. Is the exhibit well constructed; sturdy materials used; item sound and durably constructed? Is good overall craftsmanship shown?

VALUE: Is the item useful in regard to purpose?

AGE and PROJECT LEVEL: Does exhibit show work equivalent to age and level of project where member is enrolled?

GENERAL APPEARANCE: Neat, clean, condition of material, distinction.

LABELS: Are they large, neat, and easy to read and understand?

INSTRUCTIONS: Have all instructions (as directed in fair book) been followed as to how to exhibit the item, fair tags correctly completed, etc.?

SIZE: As may be instructed for making of item, is item of appropriate size?

SHAPE: Well proportioned, even, uniform.

FLAVOR: Well blended flavor, pleasing.

Additional criteria may also need to be considered in regard to exhibit.